
FACT: 

 

It was the largest art theft in history. Between 1940 and 1944, Hitler’s Nazi regime looted 

approximately 100,000 works of art from Jewish citizens in occupied France. The initial 

shipment of stolen artifacts from France to Germany filled thirty railcars. Between 1933 and 

1945, the total number of works plundered from museums and citizens in Austria, 

Czechoslovakia, Poland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark, Yugoslavia, Greece, Germany, 

Russia, Norway, and the Netherlands has been estimated at between 650,000 and 1,000,000. 

 

Two stolen Renoirs hung in the living room of Carinhall, Herman Goering’s country retreat near 

Berlin. Included among the personal collection of over 1400 works of art he amassed as Hitler’s 

second-in-command were masterpieces by Sandro Botticelli, Jan Bruegel, Claude Monet, Alfred 

Sisley, Georges Seurat, and Vincent van Gogh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thursday, Halloween Night: Key Biscayne, Florida 

 

Chapter 1 

 

Dr. Elizabeth Moynihan sharpened the focus on a telescope aimed at Richard Pendleton III’s 

security detail. Elizabeth thrived on tension; whether appearing on live television or breaking 

into a mansion with the best alarm system available on the market—both had their rewards. 

Adrenaline remained her preferred drug, and the rush from stealing valuable art delivered the 

ultimate hit. An educated woman could have it all and it was faster to steal it. 

 Elizabeth rubbed her hands on her tights to wipe the sweat off her palms. Four 

surveillance cameras swept the back of Pendleton’s house, while security guards spent more time 

fending off trick-or-treaters than patrolling the grounds. She had arranged for pallets of toilet 

paper to be drop-shipped to strategic intersections in the neighborhood, and it took two guards to 

defend the formal entrance against teenagers armed with toilet paper. Trees, traffic signs, and 

security fences wore two-ply streamers that added a festive air to the occasion, a clever way to 

interfere with the security cameras’ sightlines while occupying the attention of Pendleton’s 

security detail. She swiveled the telescope to survey the gathering crowd. 

 Gaily costumed partygoers had reached the gridlock stage because of her orchestrated 

media blitz on social media. Students from the University of Miami retweeted the party 

invitation. Digital natives forwarded the thread and the event went viral. Using crowds of people 

to provide cover for a robbery wasn’t an original idea, but Elizabeth liked to think the Halloween 

costumes added a bit of flair. The largest art heist in recent history had occurred at the Isabella 

Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston during the Saint Patrick’s Day parade. 

The Chácara do Céu Museum in Rio de Janeiro suffered similar catastrophic losses 

during Carnival, losing paintings by Picasso, Matisse, Monet, and Dali. 

 Elizabeth preferred Renoir—specifically, Portrait of Señorita Santangel, painted by 

Pierre-Auguste Renoir in 1876, and an illicit addition to Richard Pendleton III’s collection. But 

not for much longer . . .  

 Elizabeth rolled her shoulders to loosen her muscles. She slipped on flesh-colored gloves 

with a liberal application of fake warts on their backs to give the appearance of an integral part of 

her costume. Tonight, Elizabeth was a witch—a very bad witch. Her witch’s broom, bound in 



brown and yellow crepe paper, masked the spear gun. A pointed witch’s hat covered much of her 

distinctive blonde hair. Her black cape hid her tool belt and climbing harness. A dull orange bag 

with a smiling jack-o-lantern on the side held additional tools and a rope ladder beneath a surface 

layer of candy. 

She began to snap her fingers softly, alternating hands to increase the tempo as her 

excitement built. She wiggled her toes, vibrating with energy. She kneaded the muscle cramp 

building near her Achilles tendon when her adrenal glands started the rush, elevating her 

respiration and heart rate, turning the surgery scar pink. She slowly raised one foot above her 

head to stretch her core muscles, regulating the surge of adrenaline. She had lost some flexibility 

but little of the core strength that had made her an Olympic-caliber gymnast. She wasn’t nervous; 

she was fully actualized, at that rarefied competitive level where all senses heightened to a razor-

sharp focus. Only the achievement of her goal existed.  

 She tapped her phone and called the fireworks team. The crisp diction of her privileged 

upbringing emerged. “You may begin.” 

Trick-or-treaters paused in their quest for candy or debauchery to look skyward. Richard 

Pendleton III’s security guards turned away from the fence they were supposed to be guarding to 

stare at the unexpected display. 

 A volley of dry ice pellets created a dense blanket of low-lying fog that drifted through 

Richard Pendleton III’s formal gardens and softened the normally sharp focus of the four 

security cameras sweeping the back of the mansion. Every fourth rocket carried dry ice pellets in 

various combinations of primary colors to replenish the fog and further muddle the video images. 

 At the opposite end of the street, Elizabeth scaled the perimeter fence surrounding 

Pendleton’s estate while a blaze of vibrant colors trailed behind each pyrotechnical explosion. 

She crouched beside a statue of a Greek goddess and pulled the crêpe paper off her spear gun; 

the southwest corner of Pendleton’s mansion was a ten-second sprint from her hiding place. She 

had six minutes and twenty-seven seconds before the blitz ended and the fog lifted. 

 The next volley of fireworks launched a glittering shower of gaily-colored streamers and 

confetti. Elizabeth was an art thief with an environmental conscience; the fireworks cannons 

used biodegradable ice crystals colored with vegetable dye instead of shredded paper or strips of 

plastic. A flurry of falling ice created enough background disturbance to defeat the radar sensors 

mounted on the perimeter of the estate. Every monitor in the guardhouse filled with static as the 



reflective ice crystals scattered the radar beams. The disturbance gave her twenty seconds to 

climb above the limited range of the transmitters directed outward from the mansion’s perimeter, 

not upward. 

She aimed the spear gun at the wooden molding of the third-floor bay window and pulled 

the trigger. A sudden whoosh of compressed air rocketed the harpoon into the soft wood below 

the glass. She yanked on the cord to set the barbs and sprinted for the rope ladder hanging from 

the shaft of the spear, her shadowy form lost amid the background clutter of falling ice crystals. 

For someone who had learned to turn cartwheels and somersaults on a balance beam—a glorified 

four-inch-wide piece of wood—running across roofing tiles came easy. 

 The main power lines to Pendleton’s mansion tied into a junction box near the chimney. 

Though the control module for the alarm system had a direct connection to the utility company’s 

power grid, Elizabeth knew how to bypass the failsafe. She had been rehearsing on the same 

alarm model for two weeks, an investment that had allowed her to practice bypassing each circuit 

board necessary to gain access to the interior of the house. The last red light turned green: three 

seconds faster than her previous best time. 

The alarm had a cellular backup that notified the security service every time the alarm 

was disabled. There was no way to beat it. Since there was no one home to answer the phone, the 

next call would be to the guard house. It should buy her another thirty seconds. 

High-pitched whistles from ascending rockets masked the squeak of the diamond-tipped 

glasscutter she used to cut a small hole in the dormer window. She reached inside. The clasps 

hadn’t been opened in years. The sash ground to a halt after she raised it a few inches. She 

wedged her shoulder into the opening and arched her back to force the window pane high enough 

to crawl through. She landed on her hands and knees as the primary barrage of fireworks 

exploded. The guards covered their ears. 

The next eight rockets carried powdered magnesium that burned with the white-hot flame 

of emergency flares. It was enough light for Elizabeth to see the far wall. And there it was: 

Portrait of Señorita Santangel, perhaps the most valuable Renoir ever painted. She grabbed the 

nearest chair and sprinted across the room, leaping over an ill-placed ottoman with gymnastic 

grace. She stepped onto the chair and pressed her cheek against the wall. She tilted the top of the 

frame forward and used her flashlight to illuminate the upper edges. 

There! 



In the upper left-hand corner and burned into the back of the wooden frame—an indelible 

mark that had proven impossible to obscure: the intertwined Yiddish characters Beis and Hei 

which formed the Santangel Coat of Arms. 

“Thank God for Baruch Hashem,” she muttered. She wasn’t Jewish or particularly 

religious; she was well on her way to becoming the world’s first billionaire art thief. Her 

elaborate con was in play and some of the marks still thought they were partners. She’d planned 

for everything except aging parents and the return of Ben Abrams. 
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